Abstract-Nanoparticles have become more and more prevalent in reports of novel contrast agents, especially for molecular imaging, the detection of cellular processes. The advantages of nanoparticles include their potency to generate contrast, the ease of integrating multiple properties, lengthy circulation times, and the possibility to include high payloads. As the chemistry of nanoparticles has improved over the past years, more sophisticated examples of nano-sized contrast agents have been reported, such as paramagnetic, macrophage targeted quantum dots or ␣ v ␤ 3 -targeted, MRI visible microemulsions that also carry a drug to suppress angiogenesis. The use of these particles is producing greater knowledge of disease processes and the effects of therapy. Along with their excellent properties, nanoparticles may produce significant toxicity, which must be minimized for (clinical) application. In this review we discuss the different factors that are considered when designing a nanoparticle probe and highlight some of the most advanced examples. (Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2009;29:00-00.)
O
ne of the main current focuses of research in medical diagnostics is molecular imaging, as described in an accompanying article in this issue by Choudhury et al. Molecular imaging can facilitate early diagnosis, identify the stage of disease, provide fundamental information on pathological processes, and can be applied to follow the efficacy of therapy. Molecular imaging heavily relies on the development of sophisticated probes needed to detect biological processes on the cellular and molecular level. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Nanoparticulate probes have shown noteworthy advantages over single molecule-based contrast agents. These advantages include producing excellent contrast (eg, quantum dots 6 ), integrating multiple properties such as several types of contrast generating materials, 7 lengthy circulation time, 8, 9 and the possibility to include high payloads. 10 Importantly, nanoparticles allow the components of a molecular imaging contrast agent to be easily assembled in an efficient ratio. As a result, very exciting molecular imaging results are being reported, such as agents that can be detected by multiple imaging techniques, 7 agents that also deliver therapeutics, 11 agents that detect particular cell types, 12 or agents that allow new imaging systems to be developed. 3, 13 Other articles in this issue will expound on the progress that has been made by applying nanoparticles for molecular imaging in cardiovascular disease; we will confine our discussion to nanoparticle design.
The design of effective nanoparticle contrast agents for molecular imaging requires careful consideration of the properties required for the application in question. Once the required properties have been established, candidate nanoparticle platforms may be identified. The particle synthesis can then be optimized to generate an assembly with the appropriate contrast/therapeutics included, optimized surface coating, targeting properties, defined size, and a high degree of biocompatibility. In this review we will first discuss the current state of the art in nanoparticle contrast agent design and give some examples of agents whose design is very advanced. This is followed by a discussion about the available options and factors influencing nanoparticle design.
State of the Art Nanoparticle Contrast Agent Design
The latest designs of nanoparticulate molecular imaging contrast agents incorporate the appropriate contrast generating materials (eg, fluorescent, radioactive, paramagnetic, superparamagnetic, or electron dense), targeting groups, a biocompatible coating and the possibility for other functionalities such as a therapeutic. 2 A schematic of a generalized nanoparticle is shown in Figure 1A . Sources of contrast enhancing materials or therapeutics can be included in the particle core, within the coating, or attached to the surface. This flexibility allows the inclusion of multiple types of contrast agents or a combination of contrast and therapeutic agents. This is an especially important feature for preclinical contrast agents so that they can be detected with a clinical imaging modality (eg, MRI) and fluorescence techniques to confirm the localization of the agent in the target tissues or cell types. The combination of contrast and therapeutic agents is known as "theranostics" 14 and is attractive as it allows imaging of drug, protein, or gene delivery. An important aspect of nanoparticles is that multiple properties can be easily integrated at the desired ratios of contrast and/or therapeutic agents, fluorescence, and targeting groups.
Mulder et al recently reported a multifunctional nanoparticle for the imaging of macrophages in atherosclerosis. 15 This agent comprises a micellular coating that encloses a quantum dot core, as depicted in Figure 1B . The micelle is formed around the quantum dot by hydrating a mixed film that contains quantum dots, polyethylene glycol (PEG) modified phospholipids, gadolinium labeled lipids (for MRI contrast), and a PEG-phospholipid that has a reactive group to enable functionalization. The relative proportions of gadolinium to fluorophore to targeting moiety can be controlled by the lipid/amphiphile inputs; these properties are combined in the particle in only 2 steps, which is followed by a single purification step. This methodology is much simpler and more efficient than a multi-step synthesis of 1 molecule that contains the targeting group, contrast agent, and fluorophore.
A team from Washington University has extensively investigated perfluorocarbon-based microemulsions as contrast agents targeted to atherosclerotic plaque components such as ␣ v ␤ 3 -integrin, 11, 16 fibrin, 17 or collagen III. 18 The perfluorocarbon core allows "hotspot" MR imaging using systems tuned to the 19 F nucleus 19, 20 and the inclusion of hydrophobic drugs. In this highlighted example, the antiangiogenesis drug fumagillin was included in the particle, along with gadolinium chelates in the phospholipid coating to provide contrast for conventional MRI (Figure 2A ). 11 The particle was targeted using a peptidomimetic specific for the ␣ v ␤ 3 -integrin, which is overexpressed in angiogenesis. In a theranostic approach, the authors applied the agent twice to a rabbit model of atherosclerosis in which angiogenesis is pronounced in the adventitia of the arteries. When MR images were acquired 4 hours after the first injection there was a significant increase in the intensity of the aorta attributable to accumulation of the contrast agent, whereas after the second injection, 1 week later, the increase in intensity of the aorta was scant ( Figure 2B and 2C ). This effect was ascribed to the antiangiogenic effect of the fumagillin delivered in the first injection, hence reducing microvessel density and therefore accumulation of the agent after the second microemulsion application.
Iron oxide nanoparticles are sensitive contrast agents for MRI. A highly sophisticated iron oxide particle has recently been reported to knock out gene expression for therapeutic intervention. 21 The nanoparticle has a cross-linked aminated dextran shell, to which was first attached the near-infrared dye Cy5.5, then the membrane translocation myristoylated polyarginine peptide (MPAP), and lastly siRNA for gene silencing ( Figure  3A ). The particle design allows its detection by both MR and fluorescence techniques, enables efficient uptake by cells, and can silence specific genes. In initial experiments, the siRNA used was antisense to green fluorescence protein (GFP). Mice were inoculated with 2 tumors, one expressing GFP, the other red flurorescent protein (RFP). Uptake of the particle in these tumors was established by MR and fluorescence methods both in vitro and in vivo. Fluorescence imaging revealed that expression of GFP was knocked down by the siRNA-iron oxide particle by as much as 85%, whereas red fluorescent protein expression remained unaffected. Furthermore, a therapeutic version of the particle was created where the siRNA attached was antisense to survivin, an inhibitor of apoptosis proteins. In this case also, nanoparticle uptake was established using MR and fluorescence imaging performed 24 hours after administration of the agent ( Figure  3B and 3C). After 4 injections of the agent over 2 weeks, survivin levels in the tumors of these mice were knocked down to 3% of the levels in control animals ( Figure 3D ). In addition, apoptosis and necrosis was increased in the tumors of treated mice, as found via immunofluorescence and histology, hence this iron oxide-siRNA agent is an effective therapeutic for cancer.
Aspects of Nanoparticle Contrast Agent Design Nanoparticle Selection
A wide range of nanoparticles has been proposed for use as contrast agents with each imaging modality requiring nanoparticles of different properties for contrast production. In this section we will briefly describe the nanoparticles that have been applied for each modality. Gadolinium-labeled nanoparticles such as liposomes, 22 micelles, 12 microemulsions, 23 lipoproteins, 24 viruses, 25 and carbon nanotubes 26 are suitable for providing contrast for T1-weighted MRI via the paramagnetism of this element. Superparamagnetic iron oxides have been widely exploited to induce contrast for T2(*)-weighted MRI. 1 As both types of MRI can be carried out using any MRI system, one can choose between iron or gadolinium as the basis of contrast, depending on the application. Although the sensitivity of detection of gadolinium chelate enriched nanoparticles is generally lower than that of iron oxide nanoparticles, 27 gadolinium produces positive contrast that is easy to assign to agent accumulation in that tissue. Iron oxides induce negative contrast or signal loss, and because there are many sources of signal loss in MR images other than iron oxide accumulation, it may be hard to ascribe signal loss to the iron contrast agent with certainty. New image acquisition sequences that produce positive contrast from iron oxides may mitigate this difficulty. 28, 29 There are several factors to weigh when deciding whether to use iron oxides or gadolinium based nanoparticles. For example, if the target to be imaged is expressed in very low concentrations, the sensitivity of iron oxide is very useful. Iron oxides are also well suited for imaging in tissues that produce homogenous MRI signals and have predictable structures, such as the brain. 30 In regions of the body where the structure is less predictable and signal voids commonly occur, such as the abdomen, gadolinium-based agents have an advantage as they produce positive contrast.
Quantum dots provide excellent contrast for fluorescent imaging. They have wide excitation windows, 31 narrow emission windows, 32 they fluoresce with high efficiency, 6 and are not prone to photobleaching. 33 When applying fluorescent labels to other kinds of nanoparticles, using fluorophores that both absorb and emit light in the near-infrared window (650 to 900 nm), where the absorbance of tissue is low, is advocated. 34 This is important for fluorescence tomography, where light has to pass through substantial tissue thickness, but not important if the application is confocal microscopy, for example, as light only has to penetrate tissue sections around 10 m thick.
The nanoparticles that have been proposed as CT contrast agents tend to be based on electron dense and high atomic number elements such as iodine, 35 bismuth, 36 or gold. 37 Because contrast in computed tomography requires high payloads of such elements to be delivered, most researchers have based their agents on solid nanoparticles, but some have proposed liposomes in whose aqueous interior iodinated molecules are trapped. 38 Gold nanoparticles are becoming a popular choice for CT, 39 although it is unclear as yet whether this is the optimal material to use; other elements have superior X-ray attenuation at clinical energies. 40 Recently Hyafil et al reported a solid, iodine-based nanoparticle that was specifically taken up by macrophages in a rabbit model of atherosclerosis. 35 This report demonstrated the possibility of molecular imaging in vivo using CT, an application for which CT had been thought to be too insensitive. 41 Ultrasound requires contrast agents that provide backscatter of sound waves to the scanner head. This is normally achieved using micron-sized bubbles (and hence not technically nanoparticles) of a water insoluble gas such as decafluorobutane. 42 The bubbles require coatings to make them stable, but coatings that produce excellent stability reduce the particle flexibility needed to yield good contrast. As a consequence, the coatings currently used often compromise between stability and flexibility. 43 Multi-layer vesicles have also been used as ultrasound contrast agents, although it has been shown that the echogenic response they generate may be attributable to entrapped gas pockets. 44 In addition, microemulsions have been reported to act as ultrasound contrast agents. 45 Conceptually, it is possible to include drugs in any nanoparticle, as drugs may be attached to surfaces, incorporated in coatings, or stowed in cores. It is worth noting the hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the drug, however, when making the choice of nanoparticle for drug delivery. Hydrophobic drugs are more easily and more stably incorporated into nanoparticles with a hydrophobic compartment than those without, 11 and the corresponding concept holds true for hydrophilic drugs. 46 
Coating Types
A lot of functionally active materials used to generate contrast for molecular imaging have a very low biocompatibility, which leads to fast excretion, low circulating half-life, decreased stability, and potential toxicity. Therefore, great efforts have been undertaken to render these materials bioapplicable. A variety of different approaches have been reported, using materials such as phospholipids, 27 dextran, 47 polyvinylpyrrolidone, 48 PEG, 49 or silica as coatings. 50 Furthermore, it is now common practice to incorporate additional functional labels in the coating corona, rendering the nanoparticles multimodal. 2 These coatings increase the hydrophilicity of nanoparticles, thereby decreasing aggregation, but as well as this improvement in physical properties there are beneficial biological effects. By coating nanoparticles that are otherwise foreign to the body, considerably enhanced blood half-lives are produced, by avoiding opsonization and "fooling" the defense mechanism of the body to some extent.
PEGylation has been very widely used as a coating strategy for nanoparticles to enhance their circulation half-life by avoiding fast removal by the reticuloendothelial system. 9, 51 Such prolonged circulation half-lives can be advantageous as they allow an increased amount of the injected material to reach and bind the desired sites. Silica has been used as a nanoparticle delivery platform for a variety of cargoes such as drugs, 52 genes, 53 proteins, 54 or contrast-generating materials. 50 Recently it has been shown by van Schooneveld et al how quantum dot-containing silica particles can be coated with PEGylated lipids to improve their biocompatibility, as compared to silica particles with unmodified surfaces ( Figure  4A ). 55 The lipid-coated particles had paramagnetic lipids included in this coating as well and hence could be used to visualize the vasculature ( Figure 4B ). These lipid-coated particles displayed lower cytotoxicity, exhibited a 10-fold increase in circulation half-life, and did not form aggregates in the lungs ( Figure 4C through 4E) . In summary, the lipid-coating caused a spectacular improvement in short-term biocompatibility, however it remains to be investigated how silica is metabolized and excreted from the body over longer periods.
An alternative strategy to synthetic coatings is the use of natural nanoparticles such as viruses or lipoproteins, thereby evading recognition by the body's defense systems. To this aim, 2 routes have been pursued. Firstly, the exterior/surface of the natural nanoparticle can be modified to contain contrast generating ions and dyes. 25, 56 The second approach forms novel blends of inorganic and natural materials by including inorganic nanoparticles in the core of the virus or lipoprotein. [57] [58] [59] The latter approach was recently exemplified by a study by Cormode et al, where iron oxides, quantum dots, or gold nanoparticles were incorporated into high-density lipoprotein (HDL) (Figure 5A ), as shown by negative stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in Figure 5B . 59 The iron oxide, quantum dot, and gold HDL nanoparticles were termed FeO-HDL, QD-HDL, and Au-HDL, respectively. Paramagnetic or fluorescent phospholipids were incorporated into the particles so that each particle provided contrast for MRI and fluorescence techniques, as well as for CT in the case of Au-HDL. These particles were shown to be taken up by macrophage cells in vitro and in a mouse model of atherosclerosis with MRI, fluorescence imaging, and computed tomography ( Figure 5C through 5G) .
Targeting Strategies
There are numerous methods of targeting nanoparticles. In tissues where there is significant angiogenesis, such as in cancer and inflammatory diseases like atherosclerosis, 60 the consequent leaky and chaotic vasculature results in an increased accumulation of particles with a long circulation half-life attributable to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. 22, 61 Therefore, in cases when angiogenic tissues are the pathologies of interest no targeting ligands are required, but it must be ensured that the nanoparticle coating engenders a long blood half-life. Another passive form of targeting uses dextran as the particle coating. Iron oxide nanoparticles coated with dextran are avidly taken up by macrophages. 62 Several different types of molecules can be attached to nanoparticles to yield active targeting, including antibodies, 12 antibody fragments, 63 proteins, 27, 64 peptides, 65 peptidomimetics, 11 aptamers, 66 sugars, 67 and small molecules. 68 It is important that the targeting ligand exhibits a high degree of specificity, but there are other factors to consider as well. For example, although antibodies are very specific, they are expensive and their attachment may increase the size of the particle by as much as 10 nm. 69 Furthermore, antibodies are species specific and may generate immunologic responses. Smaller ligands can also be specific, are cheaper, but may not be available for the target in question. Consequently, phage display has been a boon to the field by identifying short peptidic sequences for specific targeting. 65 Furthermore, techniques such as that reported by Weissleder et al, where a large library of small molecule-targeted nanoparticles were screened against several cell types, are useful for identifying cheap and simple targeting ligands. 70 After identifying the appropriate ligand, its linkage with the nanoparticle has to be taken into consideration. The biotin-streptavidin linkage has been frequently exploited, 71 but gives immunogenic responses in patients. 72 To avoid this immunogenic response, ligands may be covalently attached to nanoparticles using a variety of methods. 73 
Effect of Size
Nanoparticle size plays a critical role for a number of aspects, including the cell types that can be targeted, payload, clearance/excretion, and the strength/quality of contrast produced. The size of nanoparticles has a considerable impact on the biodistribution of the particles and thus plays a prominent role in the ability to target different cells. Inflamed pathological tissues that possess highly permeable vasculature, such as tumors or atherosclerotic plaques, can be infiltrated by nanoparticles. This infiltration is more likely if the nanoparticles are small.
The size range of nanoparticles is determined by the components used for synthesis, and considerable efforts have been devoted to developing procedures that produce particles of a defined size. As a consequence the size and shape of inorganic nanocrystals such as iron oxide, gold nanoparticles, silica, or quantum dots as well as lipid-based nanoparticles can now be precisely controlled. 74 -77 Nevertheless, the total diameter of a particle using the same core can widely differ depending on the coating used.
Furthermore, the sizes of nanoparticles are important in the excretion of the particles form the body. Choi et al showed recently that there is a cut-off point in which nanoparticles are cleared from the body via the renal system. 78 With fluorescence techniques the authors showed that nanoparticles equal or smaller than 5.5 nm are excreted through the renal system, whereas particles larger than that are mainly taken up by the reticuloendothelial system where they end up in the liver and spleen. Here they are metabolized and excreted, or they accumulate and potentially become toxic for the body. On the other hand, if particles are small enough to be renally excreted, their half-life is reduced.
Altering the size of nanoparticles may tune the contrast they generate. For example, the fluorescent emission of quantum dots (QDs) increases in wavelength with increasing size. 79 Therefore the emission of these particles can be tuned to the desired wavelength by control of the size synthesized. Iron oxide particles give excellent contrast for MRI in a very wide size range (1 nm to 1 m), 27, 80 but are only useful as contrast agents in the nascent magnetic particle imaging (MPI) technique when larger than 20 nm. 81 Larger particles can carry high payloads, which may be advantageous.
As we have now discussed, size has an impact on biodistribution, clearance, and contrast produced. An important question scientists face is, therefore, how to determine the size of their particles. 82 Many different techniques are currently available, but proper use of them is critical, because each of the techniques return different information. For example, transmission electron microscopy will give the diameter of inorganic cores, but often not the coating, scanning electron microscopy will return the diameter including the coating, whereas dynamic light scattering gives the hydrodynamic diameter. However, the hydrodynamic diameter will vary depending on the concentration of the sample and the buffer used.
Synthetic Strategies
It is advantageous to be able to synthesize and coat (with a biocompatible material) nanoparticles in a 1-step aqueous process, as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) approval process is easier in this case. The type of coating in these situations is normally a water-soluble polymer. Nanoparticles such as liposomes or micelles do not need a coating to be applied, as they are largely biocompatible as is. Organic phase syntheses of solid nanoparticles lead to better control of the size and hence contrast properties, in many cases. 74, 79, 83 Nanoparticles synthesized in the organic phase are usually insoluble in water and require a second coating step to render them bioapplicable. Fortunately, there are several efficient methods for doing this, normally using amphiphilic polymers or molecules such as phospholipids. 55 59 Another crucial consideration before synthesis is how additional functionalities such as targeting groups or fluorophores will be attached to the surface. In the case of cross-linked iron oxides, the dextran coating of these particles is modified with amine groups, 86 which can then be conjugated with targeting groups, fluorophores, or chelates for metal ions. 7 In the example featured before, where there is a quantum dot at the core of a micelle (Figure 1B) , the biocompatible phospholipid/PEG coating is self-assembled around the nanoparticle. To attach targeting moieties using this type of strategy, a small amount of a phospholipid with a reactive functionality is included. In that particular example maleimide was used, 15 but various others are available, such as amines, carboxylic acids, pyridyl dithiopropionate (PDP), and biotin.
Minimizing Toxicity
Nanoparticles are subject to the normal strictures with regards to toxicity as other drugs or contrast agents applied to humans. There may eventually be additional restrictions on their use, however, as larger particles will remain in the body, primarily in the liver and spleen. 55 How these particles break down and how the body reacts to them will determine whether they can eventually be used in humans. The fact that the USFDA has not issued guidelines or standards for nanoparticles, 87 despite calls for it to do so, 88 is further complicating the picture. Nevertheless, impressive efforts are being made to determine the type of interactions nanoparticles will have in the body. 89 For example, Shaw et al used an array of 64 in vitro assays to elucidate the effect of nanoparticles on a variety of cellular processes. 90 Certain nanoparticles break down into nontoxic materials and thus can be considered safe. Iron oxide particles are injected at a dose of iron that, if injected as free ions, would be toxic because of the limited ability of the body to process iron. As the iron oxide is injected in a crystalline form, it is nontoxic and breaks down slowly to release iron ions at a rate that is manageable. 1 Another option is that the injected material will not break down, which could be the case for gold nanoparticles as that element is quite inert. If the particles break down into highly toxic substances, as is the case for quantum dots (which release cadmium), it is unlikely they can seriously be considered for clinical use. 91 Particles such as these are, however, very useful in preclinical settings.
Conclusions
Extremely effective molecular imaging contrast agents can be synthesized using nanoparticles as their basis. The design of these probes has improved significantly over the past decade, with multifunctionality, more efficient targeting, better biocompatibility, and agents suited to each available imaging modality being among these improvements. At the current stage of development, generally speaking, a nanoparticle contrast agent possessing the required attributes can be synthesized for any desired application. However, there is scope for significant enhancements in biocompatibility, efficacy, specificity, and detection of further disease targets. Furthermore, standardized nanoparticle platforms that can be used for preclinical/clinical disease investigations need to be developed. Lastly, nanotechnology will continue to produce new particles that possess novel and interesting properties and will be exploited in medical imaging, as will medical imaging continue to be developed, requiring new nanoparticle formulations as contrast agents.
